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**Abstract**

In recent years, digital watermarking is playing an increasingly important role in the geographical information copyright protection. However, usually there is a high undetected rate in image watermarking authentication of GIS (Geographic Information System) vector data, because in watermark similarity calculation there are some problems, for example, the extracted watermark displacement and length changing, etc. This paper based on these focused research: the extracted watermark's position correction methods on the basis of the original watermark; the non-equal length strings similarity calculation methods, formed an image watermark similarity calculation of GIS vector data. This method effectively solved the problem of the high undetected rate in watermark certification, and to some extent improved the vector data's copyright authentication theoretical basis and technology.
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**1. Introduction**

In recent years, digital watermarking, one of represented copyright mark technology, is playing an increasingly important role in geographical information copyright protection. At present, both at home and abroad, the research on how to embed a watermark in vector data is relatively mature. GIS (Geographic Information System) vector data, compared to the raster data which attributes are clear and position is implied, has its own characteristics: (1) Position clear, attributes implied; (2) various express, complex storage structure; (3) no fixed storage order; (4) complicated structure, it contains not only the geometric information, attribute information, as well as topology information; (5) with high precision, less
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redundancy; (6) with a hierarchical organization of features. In GIS vector data's copyright protection, these above characteristics lead to two difficulties in watermark authentication.

On the one hand, according to the GIS vector data's characteristic of un-fixed storage order, delete points and add points could easily undermine the order of points, thus have a great influence on the location of the embedded watermark information. When extracted watermark, because of the blind test method is usually used, can not correctly determine the location of the watermark information, lead to the phenomenon of the extracted watermark produced displacement and its length has changed etc (Fig.1). So, it is bound difficult to correctly and reasonably calculate the similarity, and result a high undetected rate.

In order to solve the problem of displacement of the extracted image watermark, to make the extracted watermark image pixel to the right place and enhance the reliability of watermark authentication results. Zhu Chang-Qing (2006), Wang Zhong-Jun(2008) presented recorded the location of the point when embedded the watermark information in the coordinate points, then by comparing the difference between the watermarked data and the original data to extract the watermark information[1-2]. However, this algorithm is a non-blind watermarking algorithm, and it has enhanced data redundancy and not conducive to the stability of copyright protection. There is no any stable and simple algorithm to correct the extracted image watermark’s position. However, image watermark's position correction has a direct impact on similarity calculation and digital watermarking authentication.

On the other hand, the watermark similarity refers to the similarity of the original watermark and the extracted watermark. It is one of the key steps in watermarking authentication. In recent yeas, scholars both at home and abroad proposed several methods about the measure of watermark similarity, the most commonly used metrics are Normalized correlation (NC) [3-4], Normalized Hamming similarity (NHS) [5-6], Bit Error Rate (BER) [7-8], Bit Correct Ratio (BCR) [9], Normalized Correlation Index (NCI) [10], these metrics are all required to the extracted watermark and original watermark with equal length, some of these indicators have no uniform detection threshold. During the watermark authentication process for GIS vector data, if direct use these indicators to measure the similarity of the watermark, will inevitably lead to a higher undetected rate. So this method of not stable enough watermark authentication, which applies to images, audio and other traditional areas seriously affecting the application of watermark authentication technology.

Therefore, it is necessary to propose a more correct and reasonable method of watermark similarity calculation. This paper based on these focused research: the extracted watermark's position correction methods on the basis of the original watermark; the non-equal length strings similarity calculation methods, formed a more correct and reasonable method of image watermark similarity calculation on GIS vector data, to reduce the undetected rate in watermarking authentication, and to promote GIS vector data watermarking research and application.

2. Image Watermarking Authentication of GIS Vector Data
Digital watermarking authentication refers to determine whether the carrier data contains watermark information by a certain algorithm and key. The first step of watermarking authentication usually is watermark extraction, and then the watermark decision. Watermarking decision is usually by comparing the threshold with the similarity that between the extracted watermark and the original watermark, if the similarity above a specified threshold can be determined to contain designated watermark in the test data, otherwise, determined the watermark-free [11].

However, in allusion to the extracted watermark’s disordered and length change problems, which exist in the vector data’s digital watermark, the traditional watermarking authentication process in image and audio etc. is difficult to directly apply. So a watermark position correction part must be increased on the basis of traditional watermarking authentication process, and improve the method of non-equal length string’s similarity calculation, to form a complete GIS vector data watermark authentication process (Fig.2). Specific process is as follows: first, using the key through the watermark extraction algorithm to extract the image from the watermarked works, in the process may also be involved the original vector data; Second, correct the position of the extracted image watermark reference to the original watermark; third, calculate the similarity between the original watermark and the corrected watermark; Finally, compare the similarity with the specified threshold, if the similarity above the threshold, can be determined to contain designated watermark in the test data, otherwise, determined the watermark-free.

![Fig.2. Watermarking authentication process of GIS vector data](image)

### 3. Watermark Similarity Algorithm of GIS Vector Data

#### 3.1. The extracted watermark position correction on the basis of referencing original watermark

Since the extracted watermark may emerge confusion, how to restore each pixel is the key problem. Therefore, with reference to the original watermark, we take the following optimization algorithm to rapidly recover each pixel location of the extracted watermark. Specific implementations as follows: First, initializes the sequence $W'$ as the corrected watermark and calculate the two watermarks' length difference $d$; Second, take one character from the shorter watermark and calculate the two watermarks' length difference $d+1$ characters. Third, if the match is successful, save it to $W''$, else mark the position in $W'$ and begin to loop match in watermarks' next position. The algorithm process (Fig.3) as follows:

Step 1: the original watermark $W_o$ by embedding algorithm embed the watermark $W_o$ into the carrier data $D$, and then get $D$ by attacking $D$, then extracted watermark $W'_e$ from $D$, denoted by $Loc = 0$;

Step 2: compare the length of $W_o$ and $W'_e$, let the longer watermark be $W$, and length of $L_w$, let the shorter watermark be $W'$, and length of;
Step 3: the length difference $d$ of $W$ and $W'$ is gotten from the formula (1), initialization sequence $W^*$, that is used to store the corrected watermark, length of $L_w$, $W^*(i) = \ast'$, where $\ast'$ represents the modified position, $i=0,1,2,\ldots, L_w-1$;

$$d = |L_w - L_{w'}|$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Step 4: i) read a character $W'(i)$ from $W'$, $i=0,1,2\ldots L_w'-1$;

ii) take $d+1$ characters from the $Loc$ one in $W$, while $L_w < Loc + d + 1$, take $L_w$ - $Loc$ characters, denoted by $W(dis)$;

iii) match $W'(i)$ and $W(dis)$, if match is successful, then record the starting position of match, denoted by $Pos$, go to step iv), else, $i = i + 1$, $Loc = Loc + 1$, go to step v);

iv) to assign a value to $W''$, that is $W''(Loc + Pos - 1) = W'(i)$, $i = i + 1$, $Loc = Loc + Pos$;

v) cycle through Steps i) through iv) until the original watermark $W$ or the extracted watermark $W'$ is finished reading, then save the corrected watermark $W^*$.

![Image Watermark position correction of GIS vector data](image)

3.2. Watermark similarity calculation

The watermark similarity often expresses with the same number of original watermark and extracted watermark[12], its essence is calculate the degree of similarity of two strings, so its algorithm is close relation to the strings' approximate search. Since in the watermark similarity calculation, taking into account the length of the extracted watermark may change, this paper based on the research of non-equal length string approximate matching, decided to use E. Ukkonen (1985) proposed time-based optimization of the dynamic programming algorithm[13], as the image watermark similarity calculation method. The main implementation process as: first, according to the original watermark and the corrected watermark calculate the edit distance matrix $M$ (Equation 2), and then cycle $M$ to get the minimum edit distance, to calculate the watermark similarity $Sim$ (Equation 3).

$$M_{i,0} \leftarrow i, M_{j,0} \leftarrow 0$$

$$M_{i,j} \leftarrow \begin{cases} M_{i-1,j-1} & \text{if } (W^*(i) = W_o(j)) \\ 1 + \min(M_{i-1,j-1}, M_{i+1,j}, M_{i,j-1}) & \text{if } (W^*(i) \neq W_o(j)) \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$Sim = \left(1 - \frac{K}{L_{w_o}}\right) \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
Where \( W_o \) is the original watermark, \( W^* \) is the watermark after correction, \( M \) is the edit distance matrix; \( K \) represents the minimum edit distance, \( \lambda_{W_o} \) is the length of the original watermark; \( \lambda/\lambda_{W_o} \) indicates the error level, it can measure \( W^* \)'s ability of tolerating the error.

Step 1: make the original watermark \( W_o \) for the match string, make the corrected watermark \( W^* \) for the pattern string, according to the formula (2) to generate \( M \), where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, \lambda_{W_o} \), \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, \lambda_{W_o} \);

Step 2: set \( K = M_{a_{W_o}, a} \), \( K \) represents the minimum edit number while \( W^* \) convert to \( W_o \), when \( K=0 \), it means exactly the same as \( W^* \) and \( W_o \);

Step 3: read \( M_{a_{W_o}, a} \), determine the size of \( K \) and \( M_{a_{W_o}, a} \), when \( K > M_{a_{W_o}, a} \), \( K = M_{a_{W_o}, a}, j = j+1 \);

Step 4: if \( j \leq \lambda_{W_o} \), cycle step 3, otherwise go to step 5;

Step 5: Calculate the watermark similarity \( Sim \).

4. Experiments Analysis

Experiment data is ESRI shapefile of JangSu (Fig. 4), original watermark is the logo of Nanjing Normal University (Fig. 1 (a)), embedding algorithm is the least significant bits and embedding domain is DWT frequency domain.

Fig. 4. Comparison graph of vector data before and after embedding watermark (a) Original data; (b) Original data after sectional enlarging; (c) Watermarked data; (d) Watermarked data after sectional enlarging.

4.1. Image watermark correction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of points</th>
<th>Attacks</th>
<th>Insert points</th>
<th>Delete points</th>
<th>Move points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this paper we used following attacks to attack the watermarked vector data: inserting, deleting, moving points. In this experiment we used program to carry out simulation, random insert, delete or move the point in the watermarked vector data, the experiment layers contained 41737 points in total, the results shown in Table 1. As can be seen from the table, insert and delete point had greater impact on the extracted watermark. Because of inserting and deleting points can change the storage location of the vector data elements, the extracted watermark information maybe displacement. The watermark correction algorithm proposed in this paper can correct the pixel of disordered watermark into the correct position, which will largely improve the watermark similarity, and also improve the watermarking authentication efficiency.

4.2. Watermark similarity calculation

Currently, for the watermark similarity measure has not absolutely conclusive, from the theoretical analysis, according to the changed level of the watermarked data, you can get the appropriate degree of watermark similarity. For example, randomly delete 5% information of the watermarked data, the watermark similarity should be about 95%. However, inserting information into the watermarked data will not change the watermark similarity, because the watermark information that embedded in the data has not been modified.

Based on the above analysis, this paper used Levenshtein distance [14] and non-equal length strings similarity algorithm to compare analysis: attacking the embedded watermark data by inserting, deleting or moving points, and then calculating the similarity between the original watermark and the extracted watermark. The idea of Levenshtein Distance algorithm is to start comparison from the left side of two strings, then record the similarity of the substring that have been compared, accordingly to further get the similarity of the next character position. This algorithm's matched result only from the first character, and is suitable for approximate matching of the equal length strings.

The results are shown in Table 2. As can be seen from the table, the similarity of non-equal length similarity algorithm, in the same strength of inserting and deleting points, are higher than the Levenshtein Distance algorithm's. It is mainly because of the algorithm presented by this paper, in allusion to the non-equal length watermarks, can dynamic finding the best starting matched position. For this paper's algorithm have the higher watermark similarity after inserting points attack, it is because the extracted watermark's location have been corrected before the watermark similarity calculation. For the similarity after attack by moving points, the results of two algorithms are the same, mainly because of the attack did not change the length of the extracted watermark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacks</th>
<th>Insert points</th>
<th>Delete points</th>
<th>Move points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This paper’s algorithm</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.9571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levenshtein Distance</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.8562</td>
<td>0.7834</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

Watermark similarity calculation is a key element of watermark authentication. However, the watermark similarity calculation of GIS vector data still has many irrational factors, for example, the disordered extracted watermark and the different length of watermarks. The method this paper presented
can correct the disordered extracted watermark on the basis of reference the original watermark and calculate the similarity of non-equal length watermarks. Experiments show that: the algorithm can make the image watermark similarity calculation of GIS vector data more reasonable, and reduce the undetected rate of the watermark authentication. In addition, the algorithm be slightly modified can also be used for the text form watermark similarity calculation.
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